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change to both internal and external factors. The data provide support
for the conclusion that electoral performancealone is not sufficient as
an explanation for parties'
decisions to change, and that new leaders
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authors to suggest that 'the burgeoning field of theoretical and empirical work on party change should focus even mere attention on miernail decision-making processes'.
From the premises that political parties are large organisations and that
large organisations are generally 'conservative' with regard to interna]
change, it is often inferred that parties will change only when their
organisational survival is threatened. That is, a competitiveparty - even
though fashioned as a 'responsive' mechanismfor policy change - will
resist changing itself, whether organisationally or in identity, except and
until it is deemed to be necessary for meeting its primary goa1- And since
competitive parties are assumed to be motivated primarily by electoral
considerations, it is often further inferred lhat parties wiiE change themselves only after suffering poor electoral
performance
Harmel and Janda have recently argued that the above view is based
on somewhat faulty (or at ieast overgeneraUsed)premises, and have
offered a revised theory of party change.8 The revised theory, while
performance in affecting
stilt providing a major role for electoral

party change, both broadens the applications of the notion of "party

performance"and incorporates some 'internal'
factors in the more cornprehensive explanatory model
Recently, two NSF-sponsored projects
have directed their eHorts
toward collecting
data wilh which to test theories of party change. The
first, recently completed under the direction of Richard Katz, and Peler
Mair, tapped officiai party records for annualised data on a wide range of
organisational variables, covering 19 western democraciesfor the period
WesE European PofiEics, Vo1. 18, N0. 1 (Jan,
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1%0--1990. The second, slill underway under the direction of Robert
Harrnel and Kenneth -ianda^is also collecting annualised data on party
charaderistics, but this time using judgmental coding procedures to tap
the 'unofficial' story of parlies' goals, organisation, internal distribution
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Theory: Electoral Performance
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Kingdom, Germany, and Denmark
The current article reports on tests of parts of the integrated theory of

party change, using available data from Harmel and -1anda'sproject for

six parties of the UK and Germany. More speciticaily,this article reports
preliminary empirical analysisaddressing what WQ find to be three of the
most compelling parts of the integrated theory - hypotheses associating
party change wilh poor electoral performanceand the 'internal factors
of leadership change and change of dominant faction within the party
These are eventually treated in a 'stepwise' fashion (i.e., attributing to
leadership and factional change only party changes which could not

aha be accounted for by evaluation of bad electoral perlformadce)
but all three are also treated in hivariate.mode- The ultimate ohiective

of these preliminary tests is to shed light on missing or particularly
weak elements in the integrated theory of party change, so as to facilitate
possible refinementsof that theory.2

THEORY

General Theoretical Framework

Whether arguing that most changes in party organisation in recent
decades can be seen as a gradual erosion of the organisation in a period
of 'system decline*,or that parlies have been 'forced' to professionalise
in response to environmental change, most statements about party
change have given little attention to the parties' own decision-making
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party change'. This, in turn, implies:
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In our empirical analysis,
along with a corollary:

this hypothesis will be

the first addressed

Hypothesis la: The relationship between poor electoral

performance

and
small
party
parties,
' ch
change
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The latter corollary
is consistent with the tact that most references to
bad elections
as a factor in change tend to be found in discussions of
larger parties, and with our view that - especially
for small parties 0ther goals (e.g., advocacy of a 'pure' ideology or issue position)7
may
actually
supersede electoral
success in considerations
of the party's
organisation and especially
its identity. A version of the latter view has
previously been expressed by Frank Wilson:
In western democracies,the principa1! measure of party success or
failure is election victory. This competition for votes is the centra!
focus of activity/or the major parties. Marginal parties may he able
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But
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to contend for national power and they are expected to do so by
their activists and their voters. When a major party appears unable
to compete successfully, that becomes a powerful stimulus for
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Hvoothesis la also reflects
the fvrlher
consideration that while
defeats may serve as a strong impetus for large
dramatic electorai
parties - experiencedwith electoral success - to change, it might he that
small (and especially
new) parties - perhaps expecting poor electoral
results
˜ would take electoral
defeat in their stride while seeing
unexpected electoral
success as a wakeup ca1! to potential
benefits
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of change. For instance, a small party that was developed primarily to
promote
a message
(more so than to govern) may not be shocked by
electoral
stagnation or even downlurns, but an extraordinary electoral
success cuuld give fuel to those within the party who may be bent on a
more organised, pragmatic, vote-seeking approach. *lf we can do that
well without paying attention to the organisation or to the opinion poll*i,
imagine how well we could do with an organisational overhaul and a bit
of image makeover', the argument might g0.
In any case, though the 'performance theory of party change' is very
appealing for its parsimony, it is also possible that il is too simple (i.e
ignores too much of the complexity of party 3ife) to hold up, alone, in
the face of empirical testing- And while the performance theory may
be prominent today among theories of party change, the literature
has
certainly suggested other rival
or better put, complementary- factors
as wel1. Among these are two types of change taking plaee within the
party itself, changes in party leader and changes in the party's dominant
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the leader and the leader's
own wishes may be the ultimate
cause of
change. Party leaders need followers in order to effect change, and
depending on the structure
of a specific party, the most critical followers may be voters,
activists, members, or some combination from the
tatter. If the critical support base within the party changes on its own, or
if it can be changed or persuaded to change by the leader him/herself,
then this would presumably be one situation
(especially in the latter
case) within which leaders could du more than just respfmd to external
cues

and pressures

in

!; party change

faction (or coalition).9

In assessing
theoretically whether leaders (and hence change of
leaders) may be factors in party change, two relevant points seem clear,
First, as relates to the paragraphs above, different
leaders bring somewhat different
abilities
and orientations to the job, and sometimes
the differences between one leader and his/her successor can be substantia1.15 Second, the typical organisational leader will want to leave
his or her mark upon the organisation- Since party leaders know from
the beginning that their period in office may be short, it can further he

Theory: Leadership Change

leaders will almost always iind need

Do party leaders make a difference with regard to party change? If past
performanceor other 'external'
factors could explain all party
electoral
change, then the role of leaders would presumably be limited ^o an
'intervening* one. Even proponents of electoral
performance theory
have not discounted the fact that some leaders are more oriented and
better equipped to respond to the electoral
'ilimuli with party change
while other leaders could deny the desirability of changeor fail in efforts
perforto make it happen^0Someone must assess the recent electoral
mance, as well as the chances for doing better the next time, and in the
it is generally assumed that the party leaders play a
parties' literature
critical role in such assessments." Likewise, it is generally assumed that
leaders will be inslrumental in devising and implementing strategies
: or maintenanceof ihe status quo) consistent with
(whether for
leaders will assess things differently;
those assessments. Different
differfnt
leaders have different
abilities
with which to develop and
implement changes when they do want them. At least in these ways
there is general agreement
that leaders, and who the leaders are, can
make a difference. And hence, it can be inferred that when one leader
is replaced by another of more positive
orientation or with better
skills regarding change, the change of leader itself may prove to be a

facilitating event.'2

It is also reasonable, though^ to posit that there are situations
within
which the role of the leader may go beyond 'intervening', that is, where

tions

for some level

of organisational

generally

Leadership transitions represent a "natural
entry point'16 for
change... The transition
is an occasion to rethink the commitment
lo the present agenda, to reflect on roads not taken in the past. and
to review future choices... Leadership transitions are thus volatile
mom ｣;nlsinthe life cycles 0L organisations, occasions for renewal as
well as for regression.17
This can reasonably be restated as 'leadership change is a sufficient,
though not necessary, condition for party change", and hence our

Hypothesis 2: Leadership change is proximalty'^ followed by party
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But since sonic leadership changes themselves derive from (or at
performances,and since the
least follow shortly behind) bad electoral
electoral
stimulli may then be seen as the ultimate cause of any consequent party changes, il behoves us in our empirical analysis to determine the extent to which leadership change alone could conceivably
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contribute to explanation of party change, even controlling for electoral
performance.Since Hypothesis 2 is broad enough to cover both circum ﾂ
stances,
it is easy to further infer
Hypothesis 2a: Leadership change is associated with
even with all possible direct effects
of poor electoral

(and resulting leadership changes) already removed.

party change,
performance

The extent to which changes of leader will actually
result in party
change obviously depends upon such factors as the extent to which
the new leader's desires and strategies
for the party are different
from
those of (he predecessor, the personal abilities
of the new leader to
effect the changes he/she wants, and the extent to which the party is
willing to (or perhaps must, according to the internal power structure)
follow the leader. The latter condition actually consists of two important
components:
the willingness of the groups currently "in power' within
the party to support the initiatives
of the leader, and the extent to which
the leadership position is itself equipped with the powers necessary
to effect change independently of others'
support. The first of these
components
is directly
related
to what we call 'change of dominant
faction',
and that topic will be discussed in detail below. The second,
the formal structure
of power and the leader's
place in it, requires
some attention here.
1t is one thing to posit that party leaders are directly
involved in
affecting
party change, and hence that changes in party leaders themﾂ
selves create special opportunities for significant change. However, to
assume
further that all party leaders have the same opportunities for
changing their parties would be to lose sight not only of the specific
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tone and the priorities
of party policy
renective of party opinion generally.20

leaders by the structures
and rules of their own parties.
0n this last point, we need only consider the two largest British
parties for an example of how much variance can exist within a single
party system on latitude
for leaders to act. The contrast between the

immense powers and wide latitude afforded to Conservative leaders, on
the one hand, and the severe limitations placed upon Labour leaders,
0n the other, has been well documented.According to Beloff and Peele,
for instance,
... the Conservative manifesto will very much reflect the personal
style of the party leader rather than, as in the Labour Party, being
the product of a complex process of accommodationand collective
decision-making. The Conservative leader enjoys a great deal of
autonomy
throughout the Conservative Party ... ultimately the

as
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And
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to
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but the 'machinery

for policy-making in the Conservative

Seyd has described the difficulties

effect

change:

that Labour leaders face in trying

to

Structural
constraints have always made Labour an extremely
difficult party to lead. One of these constraints has been that, as a
consequence
of its formal institutional links with the trade unions,
the party has operated within certain
political
parameters
Another has been the party's divided power structure,
with no
single source of legitimate
authority...
[n addition,
the parly
leadership has been constrainedby an ethos that has placed great
stress on the democratic role of party members.2'
And finally, to make matters even

worse for

the most

recent

Labour

ciples,
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that the CDU resembles the Conservatives
and the SPD resembles
Labour in these regards," will afford us an opportunity to address
Hypothesis

2b: The

relationship

between leadership

changes and

party change is stronger for parties with strong leadership structures
than for parties with severely limited leaders

characteristics
assumes
office,
of
but
the
especially
leader
and
the
the
extent
circumstances
towhich
limitations
under
which
arehe/she
placed Theory:
Change
ofDominant
Faction
In addition to leadership change, another
upon

are

type

of event in internal

party

politics warrants examination as a possible,
significant contributor to
party change. It is well documented in the parties'
literature
that
factionalism is a fact of life within most political
parties.2'1 It is not
uncommon
for rival factions to engage in struggles
for control of their
party's apparatus.25 These struggles
typically
involve conflicts
arising
coalition/faction, may ultimately result in changes in the party's organiﾂ
sation and/or direction.
Both Panebianco and Ignazi
have associated party change with
modifications within the internal
power
relationships, organisational
changes may be effected to reflect the changes in power distribution,

